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A B S T R A C T

Despite the fact there is a plethora of magnetic delafossite compounds in the bulk polycrystalline phase, so far,
only a few of them have been fabricated as thin films. The challenges in the fabrication of delafossite thin films
are imposed by the phase purity and stability of the composition related with the preparation conditions. Here
we report the growth of a new delafossite thin film, a sodium iron oxide of the β-NaFeO2 phase, grown on a ZnO
seed layer by pulsed laser deposition, using as target a single phase polycrystalline powder of β-NaFeO2. The
purity of the thin films has been verified with X-ray diffraction, Scanning electron and Atomic Force Microscopy
as well as Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. The crucial parameter for the growth of the thin films has
been the partial oxygen pressure, as the β-NaFeO2 is obtained at 2 Pa. Applying higher or lower pressures
resulted in the formation the hematite and maghemite iron oxides as secondary phases, as indicated by X-ray
diffraction patterns. SEM and AFM studies confirm a good two dimensional growth for the pure phase β-NaFeO2,
whereas FT-IR measurements revealed characteristic β-ΝaFeO2 bands.

1. Introduction

Delafossite compounds of the structure ABO2 where A is copper,
sodium, silver or an alkali-nonmagnetic cation and B is a trivalent
magnetic ion have been of intense research interest over the last two
decades [1]. The triangular lattice topology of the B magnetic cation
directly influences several properties of delafossites, including the
geometric magnetic frustration [2] and the magnetoelectric phenom-
enon [3]. Moreover, a wide range of structural modifications, can be
designed into the crystal structure simply by changing the A-site with
soft chemistry methods, such as intercalation [4,5] or deintercalation.
The availability of having multiple ways to manipulate the properties of
delafossites makes them an attractive material for numerous techno-
logical applications such as their use as cathode materials in batteries
[6,7], p-type transparent conducting oxides [8–10], thermoelectrical
materials [11] and gas sensors [12].

Additionally well-known delafossite compounds such as the AgFeO2,

[13] and2 CuFeO2 and CuFe0.5V0.5O2 [14], CuCrO2, [15] as well asthe
triangular lattice antiferromagnets ACrO2 [16] (A: Cu, Ag, Li or Na)
have proven to possess multiferroic and magnetoelectric properties.

However, due to various limitations [17,18] related with the mutually
exclusive nature of the magnetic order in conjunction to the appearance
of electric polarization, only a few compounds exhibit room tempera-
ture multiferroicity such as the BiFeO3 [19] and the nanostructures
BaTiO3 and CoFe2O4 [20]. Recently, studies on single crystals of β-
NaFeO2, a room temperature weak ferromagnet, [21] revealed the co-
existence of polarization and magnetic order at the same temperature,
placing it as one of the very few existing room temperature multi-
ferroics [22]. Studies of multiferroic thin film systems have shown
significant enhancement of the magnetization, polarization and cou-
pling properties when compared with their counterparts in bulk phases
[23,24].

Lately, considerable interest has been directed towards the pre-
paration of delafossite thin films [25–30], using as starting materials
their bulk ceramic phases. One of the main challenges in the prepara-
tion of the delafossite oxide powders by high temperature solid state
reaction is to obtain a single pure phase material. Many of the dela-
fossite materials with a noble metal on the A site decompose before the
reaction occurs [31]. Moreover, a significant number of them possess
polymorphs, which are characterized by chemical structures with
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energetic proximity, (as it happens for example in the case of NaMnO2

[32] and NaAlO2 [33] compounds), so each polymorph requires very
precise preparation conditions. Since NaFeO2 oxides can be found in
three polymorphs, namely the α-NaFeO2, β-NaFeO2 and γ-NaFeO2

[33,34] one easily realizes the constrains entailed in the preparation
and the proper preservation of the β-NaFeO2 oxides. Moreover, the β-
phase is moisture sensitive, which induces another challenge when
handling and storing this compound. Analogously, many parameters
need to be taken into account when preparing a delafossite thin film
deposition, such as the selection of the proper substrate, the tempera-
ture of its annealing and –what has been proven to be of outmost im-
portance - the partial oxygen pressure applied during the pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) growth.

Although numerous delafossite compounds have been reported as
polycrystalline bulk materials, considerably less have been fabricated as
thin films. The majority of these refer to Cu based oxides, such as the
CuFeO2, the CuCrO2, CuAlO2 and the CuGaO2 obtained by pulsed laser
deposition [8,31,35,36], radio frequency (RF) [9,25,37] or direct cur-
rent (DC) [38] sputtering and sol gel based methods [10,29,39,40].
More recently Ag based oxides have been synthesized by combinatorial
magnetron sputtering [41]. The challenges to overcome for making
good quality delafossite thin films are related with the use of proper
substrates for each deposited system, the control of the chemical
composition ratio over a wide range of temperature and pressures.
These factors contribute in the application of strict preparation condi-
tions for obtaining a pure and stable phase thin film.

In this work we propose a simple approach for the growth of pure β-
NaFeO2 thin film, on a ZnO layer by pulsed laser deposition, introdu-
cing a novelty with wide range of prospects on the delafossite magnetic
thin films and their possible applications. To the best of our knowledge
it is the first time that the synthesis of a sodium iron oxide thin film is
being reported, and opens up new directions in its broader use in ap-
plications.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Preparation of polycrystalline powders

NaFeO2 oxides form three polymorphs [34]: α-NaFeO2, β-NaFeO2

and γ-NaFeO2 in which the β- and γ-polymorphs have closely related
structures [42]. Therefore the conditions of preparation were carefully
selected as to avoid metastable phases from one polymorph to another
or the appearance of secondary phases of various iron oxides. Stable
and pure polycrystalline powders of β-NaFeO2 were synthesized by
slight modification on the synthetic protocol of the solid state reaction
as reported earlier by Takeda et al. [34] Na2CO3 (Aldrich, 99,5+ %)
and α-Fe2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99%) were mixed, grounded and pressed into
pellets (Ø12 mm at 0.5 ton for 5 min). The reddish pellet obtained was
heated with a constant rate of 2.5 °C/min starting from room tem-
perature and up to 850 °C under continuous oxygen flow. A 5% excess
of Na2CO3 was added in the first grinding to compensate for the loss of
sodium. After aging at 850 °C for 24 h the sample was quenched to
room temperature, under O2 atmosphere. The final product had brown
color and was stored in Ar-filled MBRAUN anaerobic glove-box, since
the β-NaFeO2 was found to decompose in an oxidizing environment.
After having exposed the sample in air for a total of 12 h the pellet's
color turns into the reddish color of hematite α-Fe2O3, which was used
as a starting material. X-ray diffraction revealed additional Bragg peaks
attributed to hematite, verifying the moisture sensitive nature of the β-
NaFeO2 phase.

2.2. Preparation of β-NaFeO2 thin films

Thin films of pure β-NaFeO2 were grown on ZnO thin layers, by
conventional pulsed laser deposition (PLD) under constant oxygen flow,
using the aforementioned β-NaFeO2 powders. A KrF excimer laser

(Lambda Physik, λ = 248 nm, τ= 34 ns pulse duration, 600 mJ/pulse
maximum) was used for the ablation, delivering pulses at a repetition
rate of 10 Hz. The beam was incident at an angle of 45° with respect to
the rotating target and was focused by spherical lens to yield the re-
quired energy density in order to grow each of the desired films. The
spot size was approximately 3.3 mm2. The base pressure prior to de-
position was better than 10−3 Pa. First, a ZnO seed layer was deposited
on UV-graded fused silica (1 × 1 cm2) placed parallel to the target at a
distance of 4 cm following a previous work [43]. During deposition,
4000 pulses were delivered, while the partial O2 pressure was
5 × 10−2 Pa the substrate temperature 300 °C, and laser beam fluence
was 1.5 J/cm2. Subsequently, the β-NaFeO2 was grown on the ZnO seed
layer. In this case, the partial O2 pressure was in the range of
10–10−2 Pa the substrate temperature was 650 °C and the laser fluence
was 3 J/cm2 and 4000 pulses were delivered to the substrate. Prior any
deposition the target was cleaned with ca.500 pulses, before the plume
was allowed to reach the substrate.

After deposition, the samples were cooled to room temperature at
the same oxidizing environment. The thickness of the films was mea-
sured by Scanning Electron Microscopy SEM at different positions, and
was found to be quite uniform, with average values ranging from
130 nm to 150 nm. X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD), and Fourier
Transform-Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) confirmed that the above ex-
perimental protocol resulted in a phase-pure β-NaFeO2 thin film.

2.3. X-ray powder and thin film diffractograms

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) experiments were carried out on a
Rigaku D/MAX-2000H rotating Cu anode diffractometer
(λ = 1.5406 Å) on a θ/2θ mode with a step of 0.02°.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) experiments

The morphology of the surfaces was examined by a field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEMJEOL 7000). Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) surface topographies were taken using a Nanonics
SPM1000 microscope, equipped with c-Si cantilever tips, driven in in-
termittent contact mode. The corresponding images were analyzed with
the free WSxM software [44].

2.5. FT-IR experiments

Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) experiments were
carried out with a Bruker IFS 66v/S spectrometer equipped with a
broad band KBr detector and a room temperature broad band triglycine
sulfate (DTGS) detector, in reflection mode using a Bruker A513/Q
specular reflectance accessory at quasi-normal incidence of 13°.
Interferograms were collected at 2 cm−1 resolution (32 scans), apo-
dized with a Blackman-Harris function, and Fourier transformed with
two levels of zero filling to yield spectra encoded at 2 cm−1 intervals.
Prior to scanning the samples, a background gold mirror was recorded,
and each sample spectrum was obtained by automatic subtraction of it.

3. Results and discussion

An example of the typical delafossite structure is represented by the
low temperature rhombohedral (R3m) structure of the α-ΝFeO2 oxide
shown in Fig. 1(a). α-ΝFeO2 consists of hexagonal FeO2 layers of edge
sharing FeO6 octahedra separated by a layer of Na atoms. β-NaFeO2

unlike any other member of the delafossite family adopts a wurtzite like
structure presented in Fig. 1(b). This is the high temperature mod-
ification of the NaFeO2, which is the orthorhombic (Pn21a) β-NaFeO2

phase. In the β-NaFeO2 the Fe3+ ions are in the centers of oxygen
tetrahedral entities. The FeO4 tetrahedra share corners in an ordered
wurtzite arrangement whereas the sodium ions (yellow atoms in Fig. 1)
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occupy tetrahedral sites in the framework cavities.
To check the purity of the polycrystalline target, X-ray diffracto-

grams have been obtained and analyzed using the FULLPROF suite [45]
with a Le Bail method as shown in Fig. 2. The fit resulted in the fol-
lowing cell parameters: Pna21, a = 5.68(1) Å, b = 7.15(2) Å,
c = 5.39(1) Å, α= 90°, β = 90°, γ= 90°, with good agreement factors
(χ2 = 7.65, R (Bragg) = 8.034%, R (F2) = 5.37%) showing a satisfac-
tory correspondence to the crystal structure parameters reported in the
literature [46]. Since the characterization of the bulk β-NaFeO2 re-
vealed a single phase material, the next step was the fabrication of a
thin film. The ZnO layer was chosen as a suitable substrate for the
growth of β-NaFeO2 since both of them crystallize in the orthorhombic
space group with the characteristic wurtzite structure [47]. A com-
parison of the X-ray diffractograms from the single phase β-ΝaFeO2 thin
films and those obtained from the polycrystalline target is presented in
Fig. 3(a) and (b). The first Bragg peaks of the target, namely those who
correspond to the (110) and (011) reflections at 19.99° and 20.68°,
respectively, are also observed in the X-ray diffraction pattern of the
thin film. In addition, the (002) at 33.3° and (210) at 33.96°, which are
the reflections with the strongest intensity, are common to the powder
and the thin film, as it can be seen in Fig. 3. Although the delafossite

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the crystal structures of
the NaFeO2 oxides the: α-NaFeO2 (a) and the β-NaFeO2 (b):
iron, sodium and oxygen atoms are represented with the
brown, yellow and red spheres, respectively. Cell edges are
represented by the turquoise lines. In the β-NaFeO2 phase,
tetrahedra of FeO4 share corners in an ordered wurtzite
arrangement whereas the sodium ions occupy tetrahedral
sites in the framework cavities. (ICSD 27117). (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Le Bail fit obtained for the orthorhombic cell (Pna21) of the
X-ray diffraction data for the β-NaFeO2 pollycrystalline target. The
blue tick marks show the expected Bragg peak reflection positions,
the red points and black line represent the observed and the calcu-
lated profile, respectively, whereas the blue line is the difference
among them. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this ar-
ticle.)

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of the β-NaFeO2 in a thin film form (a) and the corre-
sponding polycrystalline target (b). The expected Bragg reflections in the orthorhombic
cell (Pna21) are indicated with the black tick marks on both panels (a) and (b).
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structure has a highly anisotropic character along the c-axis, as ob-
served for example in CuCrO2 thin films prepared by sol-gel [39] or
chemical solution deposition [10] methods, the (00l) reflection does not
seem to have a dominant role in the β-NaFeO2 thin films. The weak
character of the (00l) reflection has also been reported for the CuCrO2

thin films prepared by radio frequency (RF) sputtering and is believed
to be correlated with the oxygen stoichiometry [9].

The parameter, that proved to be very critical for the formation of
pure single phase thin film of β-NaFeO2, is the partial O2 pressure, as it
has been observed also in the case of BiFeO3 thin films [48] prepared by
PLD. The growth conditions of pure β-ΝaFeO2 thin films and the films
with secondary phases are summarized in Table 1. At 2 Pa, pure β-
ΝaFeO2 can be fabricated. Fig. 4 shows the presence of iron oxides as
impurity phases depending on the variation of the partial oxygen
pressure that was utilised during the β-NaFeO2 thin film growth. Re-
flections from two iron oxides have been observed as parasitic phases,
namely: the α-Fe2O3 (hematite) and the Fe2O3 (maghemite). The Bragg
reflections attributed to iron oxides are marked in Fig. 4 with the letter
H and M, for the hematite (ISCD 43465) and maghemite (ICSD 87119),
respectively. The relevant hkl indices are also indicated in panels (a)
and (c) for the β-NaFeO2 target and thin film, respectively, whereas in
the rest of the panels for the hkl of the secondary phases are also shown.
Since the growth of β-NaFeO2 thin films is observed only for the oxygen
pressures at 2 Pa it becomes clear that the formation of the pure phase
from this delafossite depends primarily on the partial oxygen pressure
and that deviations from this pressure result in the presence of sec-
ondary phases.

Fig. 5 depicts the surface morphology of the single phase β-NaFeO2

thin films, for different magnifications. In Fig. 5(a) it is shown that the
surface of the films is uniform over large areas, and it comprises of a flat
areas onto which islands of lamellar, flower-like structures are grown.
Images in higher magnifications in Fig. 5(b), (c) and (d) show in greater
detail the two domains of the film. Specifically, the lamellar flower-like
part is shown in detail in Fig. 5(c) while the flat part is shown in
Fig. 5(d). Similar flower like structures have also been observed in iron
oxide nanoparticles [49]. AFM confirms the structure, as shown in
Fig. 6(a) and (b). Both images were obtained from different films pre-
pared under the same PLD conditions. One morphological difference

Table 1
PLD experimental conditions for the growth of the β-NaFeO2 thin films showing the
appearance of iron oxides as secondary phases in various partial oxygen pressures.

Target temperature (°C) Oxygen pressure
(Pa)

Secondary phases

650 2 × 101 α-Fe2O3 (Hematite) and γ-Fe2O3

(Maghemite)
650 2 None
650 2 × 10−1 γ-Fe2O3 (Maghemite)
650 5 × 10−2 γ-Fe2O3 (Maghemite)

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of β-NaFeO2 thin films obtained from a polycrystalline
target (a) under different oxygen partial pressures. The partial oxygen pressure 2 Pa has
resulted in the growth of a pure β-NaFeO2 thin film (c) whereas under the pressures of
2 × 10 Pa (b), 2 × 10−1 Pa (d) and 5 × 10−2 Pa (e) thin films of β-NaFeO2 with sec-
ondary phases have been produced.

Fig. 5. SEM topography of β-NaFeO2 thin films obtained by
various magnifications (a) at 100 μm, (b) at 10 μm, (c) at
1 μm and (d) at 100 nm.
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observed in two different areas of the same film is shown in Fig. 6(a)
and (b). Fig. 6(a) shows that an area of the film consists of granules at
the nm scale, whereas Fig. 6(b) shows features of a laminar mor-
phology, which is probably related to the flower-like structures ob-
served by the SEM in Fig. 5(c). The root mean square (RMS) roughness
varies from 4 nm to 8 nm in the xy scale of our experiments revealing a
smooth surface that supports two dimensional growth. These values of
RMS are quite higher than the ones reported for as deposited CuCrO2

samples (RMS = 0.4 nm). However a direct comparison of the mor-
phology obtained by various delafossite films is quite challenging. The
preparation conditions and the annealing treatment should be taken
into account, as it has been observed in topography studies of CuFeO2

[25] and CuCrO2 [9,50] obtained by sputtering. For example the RMS
varies from 3.6 nm for the case of the amorphous CuCrO2 to 17 nm for a
single phase, high temperature annealed CuCrO2 thin film [50].

FT-IR measurements were performed in order to verify the purity of
the as-grown β-NaFeO2 films and the possible existence of characteristic
bands, attributed to different crystal structures of iron oxides, such as
hematite and maghemite. The FT-IR spectra were carried out in re-
flection mode in the range of 350–8500 cm-1. Spectra were obtained
from the ZnO seed layer, the β-NaFeO2 polycrystalline target and the
thin films of β-NaFeO2, represented in Fig. 7 with gray, dark gray and
black lines, respectively. The resolved vibrational bands were identified
and appended in Table 2. The FT-IR spectra of the β-NaFeO2 polly-
crystalline target (black line in Fig. 7), reveal three characteristic re-
flection bands which are common to pure β-NaFeO2 and its solid so-
lutions, namely, 728 cm−1, 479 cm−1 and 432 cm−1 attributed to
FeO4 tetrahedra [51]. The comparison of the reflection spectra that
correspond to ZnO and β-NaFeO2 films grown on ZnO layers, reveals
several characteristic peaks centered (marked with arrows in the inset
of Fig. 7) at ~440 cm−1, ~427 cm−1, ~417 cm−1, ~410 cm−1,
~397 cm−1, ~386 cm−1, ~378 cm−1, and ~370 cm−1

, which are
attributed to vibrations of ZnO bonds, in agreement with previous lit-
erature reports [52–54]. Moreover, two clear reflection bands (already
resolved from the β-NaFeO2 pollycrystalline target) at about 370 cm−1

and 432 cm−1, appear only for the case of β-NaFeO2 films and are
shown in the inset of Fig. 7. These are the characteristic bands of β-
NaFeO2, as already discussed by Rulmont et al. [51], indicating that
ZnO is indeed a suitable substrate in order to grow β-NaFeO2 films.

4. Conclusions

We have grown the beta phase of the sodium iron oxide with the
delafossite structure in thin film. The preparation of the β-NaFeO2 thin
films on ZnO seed layers was achieved by pulsed laser deposition using
β-NaFeO2 polycrystalline powders. The growth of β-NaFeO2 is strongly
favored at 600 °C at an oxygen partial pressure of 2 Pa. Pressure

Fig. 6. 4 × 4 μm2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) images of β-NaFeO2 films support 2D growth.

Fig. 7. FT-IR spectra of the β-NaFeO2 pollycrystalline target, the ZnO seed layer and the
β-NaFeO2 thin film, shown with the dark gray, dashed light gray and black lines. The
bands at about 479 cm−1 and 432 cm−1 and 370 cm−1 are the characteristic bands of β-
NaFeO2 formation.

Table 2
The characteristic bands and the corresponding types of vibrations for the β-NaFeO2

powder and thin films and the substrate ZnO, as shown in Fig. 6.

Vibration wavenumber
(cm−1)

Material Corresponding vibration

479 β-NaFeO2

target
Mixed stretching-bending modes of
FeO4 tetrahedra

434 β-NaFeO2

target
428 β-NaFeO2

target
440 ZnO ZnO stretching modes
427 ZnO
417 ZnO
410 ZnO
397 ZnO
386 ZnO
378 ZnO
370 ZnO
432 β-NaFeO2 thin

film
Mixed stretching-bending modes of
FeO4 tetrahedra

370 β-NaFeO2 thin
film
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deviations by 10 Pa resulted in the appearance of iron oxides as sec-
ondary phases. Specifically higher oxygen pressure resulted in the ap-
pearance of hematite and maghemite, whereas lower partial oxygen
pressures (10−1–10−2 Pa) led to the formation of maghemite. The thin
films have been characterized by X-ray diffraction confirming that the
pure phase of β-NaFeO2 has been obtained. AFM topography confirms a
two dimensional growth, whereas FT-IR measurements reveal reflection
bands characteristic for the deposited phase.
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